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Judiciary Rules Against
College in Drug Suit
BY GARY KOHUT
Evidence obtained in the Jan.
30 Kiitler drug raid w u ruled
inadmitsable in a hearing of
Grand V alley’s All S o lle
lege
Judiciary last Friday.
Acting as the sole Judge in de
ciding th is important pro
cedural question, Judiciary
chairperson Rhonda Rivera said
^

The All-Campus Judiciary: Ilm 0*nsal. Kathy Connolly,
Rivera. Dave Sharphom. and Jennifer Richmond. Not pictured:
LindcSutton.

the search was not conducted in
compliance with college regula
tions.
In a deal worked out between
the defense and prosecuting at
torneys, Rivera, one of the seven
members a? the Judiciary, ruled
on this single issue'Mn absentia"
of the other Judges.
Defense attorneys H. David
Soet, a senior partner in the

m e grand valley state colleges

. i k

__________
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Chances For Law School Dim
BY MARY KRAMER
Deepite the continued op
timism of GVSC administrators,
the prospects of a Grand Valley
College at Law look dim.
H ie three-way bid between
M ichigann oisicf
State University,
uuiY Bnuy,
Western ~ “
m
loped in the Beat Lanai

The Lanthorn, “The logical first
place to go is MSU because of its
state capital location, the variety
of courses in its other programs,
end the number of students.”
MSU has the support at the
Governor, but the legislature
holds the purse strings, the key
to the eatanliahmant of any law

finances la Sen.
Appro

Governor William Millikan's
higher education budget re
commendations released last
month allocated $500,000 to
MSU for the establishment of its
school.
Before his recommendations
became public, Millikan told

“The three should get to
gether,” he continues. “None of
them would, so I put them all
in.”
The quest for a GVSC law
echoed has a three-year history.
What began as an attempt to bal
ance *t*e four schools located In
and around the Detroit i

Publicly, at least, Zollar hasn’t
committed himself to any one
school. Two years ago. ne ap
propriated enough money to
each of the three contenders, but
he says, “The Governor vetoed
them all."

Parking Violators Face Penalties

Exiled
Russian
Poet
Uw*c£o°1'But'h' to Read
s) and Rep.

vin DeStigtsr (R W sst Olive)
■mnng fimw

According to Zoilar, “If the

SU

whan it comas to appro
priating funds far such a schooi
in the GVSC budget, “The Gov
ernor can always veto a line
item.”
According to Vice-President

BY DAVID MICHMERHUIZEN
__i - juun
. i reatiy realize
reopie
how hard if i* for hand!capped
people to get around. If they did,
they wouldn’t block the spaces
reserved for us.” This is the
complaint voiced by the hand
icapped drivers at GVSC.
Campus P olice C hief Purl
Cobb expresses similar dismay
over the rising problem caused
by, as he puts it, "people who are
too lazy to walk from one of the

parking
M t ja o m th«
They Just pull into one of those
nice, dose, handicapped park ■rhnnl is difficult" The entire
ing spaces for ih e b e n e fit o f Jaw sch o o l effort fells -under
hSudiCSppSu pCCplc w ho d lirS . Niemeyer’s Jurisdiction, Ha
But campus cops are finding it maintains the original reasons
an almost impossible task to for the school are still as valid
hold be«k the invasion of cars now as they ware three yams
without the special handicap
—the need for legal educa
ped stickers. As a result, dis
tion
in Western Michigan;
abled drivers often cannot find a
—the
location of a federal
place to park at all.
court in Grand Rapids;
continued on p. 3. column

1

continued on p. 6

BY MARY KRAMER
Joseph Brodsky, Russian poet
in-exile since 1072, will deliver
a reading of his works tomorrow,
7:30 p.m., in 132 Lake Huron
Hall. English translations of the
Russian text wili be given by
Carl Proffer, professor of Slavics
at the University of Michigan.
After the readings, Brodsky
will answer questions from the
audience. An almost certain
topic will ha the recent exile of
Russian author Alexander Solzhenitsyn.
. ■
„
,_____

continued on p. 3.column 3

Grand Rapids Uw firm Finsky
and Soet. and William Bern ham.
a lawyer for the Legal Aid Soci
ety, and prosecuting attorney
Patrick Muldoon also agreed to a
separate hearing to litigate anv
possible Constitutional ques
tions.
On behalf of all six students
involved in the Jan. 30 raid. Soet
and Bemham filed a petition
Feb. 14 with U.S. District Judge
Noel Fox to stop the Collegos
Judicial action. Denying the in
junction Fox delayed considera
tion of the case pending tho out
come of the campus Judicial de
termination.
Gr*nd Valiev’s All College
Judiciary U made up of four stu
dents, two faculty members and
one
adm inistration
rep
resentative. Two students and at
least one faculty member must
be from the accused student’s
college.
Under consideration in
Friday’s hearing was the case
concerning Charles Smythe, one
of six students referred as the re
sult of the Jan. 30 search and
seizure raid.
Plant Department chief Robert
Romkema said a referral is "the
vehicle by which a parson who
breaks college rules is brought
b o w s the college Judiciary."
Smythe was charged by the
Housing Office of “continuing
violations of state, federal and
regulations,” specifif marijuana.”

8®
__________
hat
named Robert
Lovelace, who was Sm yths’*
roommate early in the fell term,
com plained to him about
Smythe’s alleged marijuana use.
Lovelace quit Grand Valley in
December and could not be
reached for comment.
Two weeks before the Jan. 30
raid, Romkema testified,
Thomas Regan, who lives on the
same floor in Kistler as does
Smythe, informed him and res
ident assistant Douglas Ballard
that Smythe allegedly offered to
sell him a quantity of marijuana
and ask**l him on different occa
sions to go outside of the dorm
and smoke dope.
Replying to one of Smythe’s
alleged proffers of marijuana.
Regan in his testimony said he
..............
........
........
told
him, “I don’t have
any
bread
right now and 1don’t want rny
Under crossexamination by
Regan remarked that he
^ MVer gmofced marijuana in
Smythe’s room and that he had
never seen Mm smoke.

continued OI> p. 3
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Search

Theatre, Part III
•V

There’s an old folktale concerning a group of
people in a sleigh who are being gradually over
taken by a pack of ravenous wolves. The horse is
of course weary and the riders terrified. Their
solution to the problem is to pick that passenger
who is least able to resist and toss him over the
side to delay the wolves. One by one the people
are devoured. The tale does not have a happy
ending, nor should it. Such ’‘expediencies” are
not laudable nor aesthetically pleasing (I hesi
tate to raise a moral issue). The theatre de
partment in CAS’s latest offering to the wolves.
Everyone else can breathe a little easier this year.
Can the remainder of CAS (and for that matter,
TJC, WJC, and College IV) be so blind that they
don’t see that they are only setting a precedent
for future “financial crises”?
Several rational arguments can be presented
for the elimination of the CAS theatre de
partment. The two favorites are low FTEs and
inefficient use of resources. Both appear irrefut
able; to the cost accountants, they are.
The problem one confronts when investigat
ing inefficient use of resources is one of degree.
When do alternate pedagogies become mere du
plication of effort and hence inefficient? CAS
and TJC both pretend to be liberal arts colleges.
Liberal arts schools are necessarily heuristic—the learning process is as important as that
which is learned. Hence, one of the important
differences between CAS and TJC is the way
learning is accomplished. Calling two programs
the same because the final results are similar (or
can be construed to be) betrays a superficial,
factory-manager approach to education. Either
TJC and CAS represent alternative approaches to
education or they don’t. GVSC has operated
until now under the assumption that they do.
GVSC what “body-counts ware to the Army in
Viet-Nam) are a direct result of CAS s lack of will
and its unwarranted faith in the ability of the
uninitiated to determine those subjects which
are worthy of study. The present system which
allows the briefest of wades through the “found
ation courses” before an attempt at a swan-dive
from the high-board does a disservice to sudents
present and future. Present students often miss
the benefits that an ordered and disciplined aproach to education offers. Rather than a springoards to future experience, “ foundation
courses” have become a gauntlet that must be
run to qualify for a BA or, more appropriately,
BS.
Future students lose because administrators
and politicians use present 1 1 e.a io phase cut
programs which aren’t performing “useful ser
vice”. A student in 1980 will have no opportu
nity to pursue a theatre major nor investigate an
interest in traditional theatre arts. Such a fate is
the ultimate in loss of free choice. “It failed to
provide useful service” will be the epitaph for
liberal education at CAS. Turning out nurses,
bureaucrats and gaolers will servethe physical
community but without, the service to the stu
dents which a liberal arts curriculum; provides,
CAS will develop into an assembley tine for
highly complex automatons capable of oniy a
narrow and sterile appreciation of the human
experience. ••
Unfortunately for the other schools at GVSC,
CAS’s metamorphosis is hot an isolated event.
The method and rationisle for transferring
theatre from CAS to TJC seriously undercuts, the
concept of alternative education at GVSC- The
reel question before us is whether four discrete
colleges will continue to ekiit at GVSC. Certainly, a Robert McNamara, “cost-effectiveness’’
approach to Grand Valley will leave us with one
school similar to the McDonnel P-1U: that is,
unable to dc sayth!ng particularly well, but pro
viding a series of spectacular failures along the
way.

C

BY ROMAN ■ATTHOLEhttW
Lanthom Gneet Writer

TO THE EDITOR:
Why does t he school taka such
Joy in complicating our alroady
muddied lives? i was Just getting
to s«e the light at the end of the
tunnel, the old stomach was Just
sattling down into a raiia rum
ble. “If only things stay this way
till my tax return come, every
thing will be all right next quar
ter," thought i naively.
Then I get a letter giving me
one-week notice to pick out my
classes from a non-existant iist
and have my $172 ready by next
week. Why couldn't they have
given more notice so I could col
lect some debts?
Or better still, waited till we
were done with one term, or at
least most of it before getting
into another one? I can't even
afford Peptc Bism ol for mv
stomach right now.
—J. Wilier
TO THE EDITOR:
Can it be true? Profs Organiz
ing. Why the hell has it taken
them so long? Truck drivers,
plumbers, brick layers and fac
tory workers loarned that lesson
long ago. Realistically, I applaud
the efforts of Prof. Herman but
think his movement is doomed
to failure. One need only look at
the fight within the teachers un“ liaUoR. •“
Teachers are elitists. They don't
want to be identified with a
Union movement that is made
up of people who get their hands
dirty.
It was interesting to read the
administration’s response to all
this. V.P. Locssin is quoted as
saying, “A few of the people
here feel that a collective bar
gaining unit de-humanizes ana
de-professionalizes a college.”
Yep, Jie’s feeding the fire of
elitism. You Profs, don’t really
want tb do something factory
workers did. After all, you’re so
much smarter than they are. You
even make almoat as much
money as truck drivers. What
more could you ask?
V.P. Loeasln goes on to sty “1 %
"I feel it can be helpful where
there’s something for the faculty
to win, but not where there’s no
thin# to w in.. . .
. . . I don’t
see why they would need to
negotiate salary; our pay rates
are very competitive.” It seems
to me that there must be more to
the union movement then Just
pay reieee. Things like dignity, a
grievance proceedure, and self
n sp sd . Union members have a
strong voice in their own work
ing. conditions.
Now, 1 am sure that Grand
Valley’s administration is made
up of very bir end Justmen, at
lefcst feom their point of view.
But,-.! think that the admin
istration must recognise that anienmasen’t started for no reason.
How much batter it watild be if
they would put the anmgy they
will spa ip fighting the union
into coiyegijif the problems Out
brought it about
Gome on Profs., if a band of
farm workers, led by an eighth '
grade drop out can dq I t so cast
you. But I won’t hold aqrbreath. '

ScSeizure

“The light of tbs people to be
secure la their persons, houses,
papers, and effects, against un
reasonable searches and seiz
ures, shall not be violated, and
no warrants skall Issue, but
upon probable cause, supported
by oath or affirmation, and pertitulary describing the place to
bo searched, and the persons or
things to be seised.”
—U.S. Constitution, 4th
A m ssd sa!

Three weeks ago Housing officials and cam
pus police in the early morning hours raided
three rooms in Kistler House, seizing a quantity
of dope and charging six students with “disor
derly conduct” and “possession of marijuana.”
No warrant was obtained to conduct the
searches.
Do students liv in g in a college dormitory give
up their Constitutionally-guaranteed right of
privacy against unreasonable searches?
Richard Lippe in “Student Protest and the
Law” discusses the subject of privacy in dorm
rooms: “Officials of schools deemed to be ’pub
lic’ should be bound by fourth amendment stan
dards and required to obtain a search warrant
prior to searching a dormitory room.”
In 1968, in an often-cited case U.S. District
Judge Johnson of Alabama in “Moore v. Troy
State University,” a case in which police ar
rested a college dorm student with possession of
marijuana following a search and seizure raid on
his room, said; “A student who lives in a dormit
ory on campus which he ’rents’ from the school
waives objection to any reasonable searches
conducted to reasonable and necessary regula
tion such as (Moore’s).”
In light of Moor** it would appear as if college
without a warrant. BuUna ‘‘per curl am ’ i n1on
in the Overton case the U.S. Supreme Court in 
dicated that it considers a warrant prerequisite
to a search, in this case a high school locker.
From this it can be argue that if a high school
administrator cannot authorize a locker search,
then a college administrator cannot authorize
the search of a dorm room.
A better case for student rights in regards to
the 4th amendment can be maue with “People v.
Cohen.” The court in this case ruled inadmissable evidence obtained by a warrantless search of
a student’s college dorm room. Nassau County
District Judge Bernstein in his opinion said:
“University students are adults. The dorm is a
home and it must be inviolate against unlawful
search and seizure.”
Grand Valley donn students are no exception.
They do not contractually sign away any of the
rights afforded by the U.S. Constitution. No
administration is above the law.
The colleges’ intentions to curb drug use are
unquestionably sincere and genuine, but good
intentions should not give way to abuses of
power. Conducting dorm searches without any
official authorization from any proper authority
oan only be deemed a gross abuse of power.
However silly it may sound, the colleges can
ill-afforda reputation of Gestapoism.

Continued'on Page 3
P«J 1 > <!■
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Handicap Parking

CALENDAR
OF
EVENTS

Cobb feels that tha problem ia
Continued from p. 1 cna
of ignorance. "If people
Tom Hillion, a CAS student
confined to a wheelchair aaya to
illustrate the point, "Today
there were five cars parked in the
spaces between Mackinac and
Manitou and only one had a
sticker."

know how inconsiderate they
were being, they probably
wouldn't park there," he aaya.
But the caiioueed drivers are
going to And themselves with
more tickets that will be harder
to ignore, and maybe even har
der to pay.

FEBRUARY
21

Noon. Ona-a-Day Theatre
presents "Gloemin' O My
Derling." Directed by Laura
Salazar. Adm. 50c. Campus
Center Performance Space.
0:30 p.m. Women's Basketbell at Grand Rapids junior
College.
C p.m. Men's Basketball
meets Wayne State Univer
sity at the Field House.

is m * *

21-23

0
' 3K

Errant paifcers at* heeded far wricrar <
Ing rsfuiattc
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Continued from p. 2
TO THE EDITOR:

problems" without outside in
terference. then why has it not
done so before?
These are hardly new prob
lems for CAS theatre. I submit
that "purge" is not what would
occur were a new chairman
hired. The "purge" is occurring
now. under the policies of the
present chairman and unfortu
nately includes two of the more
productive people on campus:
V. Helton and R. Mansky.
Melissa Brown Pedden

As a graduage of CAS (Spr.
71) and a former participant in
its Theatre Department, I was
shocked to learn of this prop
osed abolition. Certainly there
was dispute between the staff as
to method, but the opportunities
for meaningful, educational in
teraction were most definitely
there.
Educational theatre as pro
vided by the CAS department
gives students a valuable oppor
tunity for exposure to the ideas
and demands of this performing
art, as well as an environment in
wMch to learn Its methods, his
tory and aesthetics.
_
TOTHBUHTOftt
As I sab it, the box office is
After reading last week's
certainly not the only yardstick
L-cnthorn editorial concerning
by which to measure the effec
tiveness of the program. It is not e the Michigan veterans bill, we
feel you have a misconception of
the purpose of the department to
the veterans’ financial situation.
be a professional theatre, rather
You wrote, "Without the bill, at
io educate students in the
tending Grand Valley would be
aforementioned areas.
financially more difficult for
Intelligent reorganization of
them: perhaps a few could not
the department could provide
attend at all."
for a unified field of study
Using the estimated expenses
wherein a student, without cen
from the Grand Valley ‘73-74
sure, could expand his or her
catalog, which are incorrectly
knowledge with any of the staff.
tallied, it costs the average state
As
for
dropping
the
resident living in the dorms
department...Is it proposed that
$1,959 per academic year, or
the art department be dropped
$217.66 per month
because not enough student
Since the majority of vets live
works are sold? Would anyone
either in the residence halls or in
consider dropping the athletic
apartments off-campus, this figprogram if its staff were in dis
pute or having problems? Well, I •ure is a conservative estimate of
their monthly expenses.
hardly think so!
With the full-time single vete
ran (12 credit hours or more) re
Marion ). Parr
ceiving $220 per month, he has
only $2.34 to spend on items not
TO THE EDITOR:
considered in the catalog.
In writing my editorial of
We feel that the "average"
2/7/74,1 was never under the il
student
spends more than $2.34
lusion that everyone who read it
on
“extra-curricular"
activities
would agree with it. However,
per
month.
Ms. Cornwall's and Mr.
Ws don’t presume to justify
Aaiakaon'a letter e o in legiti
the Vietnam conflict—neither
mate question* and deserves an
do most veterans. We do not feel
answer.
we are being rewarded for our
There is one source other than
military service. We feel the
the Committee on Promotion
educational
benefits are a feeble
and Tenure for information as to
compensation
for having our
faculty recommendations: the
lives
interrupted.
faculty themselves. If you don't
“ an u y J U t e
believe what I printed regarding
their recommendations for Dr.
Iron's tenure, then you may
quite easily ask them yourselves.
As to the rumor concerning
Dr. Iron's undemanding with
Vice-President Niemeyer, I can
only say that it originated from a
moat mUoble source. I phrased
my editorial in arch a way as to
invite either Iron or Niameyer to
correct me if I was wrong
Neither has. The purpose of my
editorial was to bring this issue
forward for public examination.
If the timetre department can.
as you say. "solve its internal

ofhandicapped sari-

B ro d sk y
Continued from p. 1
The event is sponsored by the
GVSCRussian Club. Student Ac
tivities Fee Budget Committee.
CAS, and the CAS English De
partment.
Brodsky is appearing at the
invitation of CAS Russian pro
fessor, Christine Rydel, who first
met the poet in Leningard in
1970.

Brodsky first came to interna
tional attention outside literary
circles in 1963 when he was ar
rested by Russian authorities
and convicted of being a "social
parasite." (Excerpts from his
1964 trial appear on p. 5)
Sentenced to five years at hard
labor at a state collective near the
Arctic Circle, he was released
after 18 months. His labor camp
sentence was followed by a
period of confinem ent in an In

R^utra*.on=tg~r:::L:
_

Help

If registration finds you a little
unprepared, there's still time to
seek help from the CAS Ad
vising Center. Located in 109
Commons, the student staff is
there between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Mon. - Fri. to answer questions
and iron out problems.
The office was put in opera
tion by CAS Dean John LinneP.
specifically to help CAS stu
dents without majors or faculty
advisors.
Since fall, the office has as
sumed some of the services the
Counseling Center formerly of
fered. including the handling of
internal transfers, changes of
majors and advisors, and acting
as student advocate in attempt
ing to cut through bureaucratic
red tape.
During registration for winter
term, the office was handling up
to 300 inquiries per day. The
student staff, headed by Jim
Davidson anticipated similar re
sponse during the next few days.
In addition to academic ad
vising, the omen also rshrs stu
dents to the Counseling Center
for vocational (eating.
The office is also a drop ppint
for schedules, drop-add slips,
and transfer materials.
If you're experiencing the
usual problems during rogirtration. tha office trill be open to
help. A counselor Will be
stationed in the Campus Center,
available to answer any ques
tions or offer any halp.

a translator of English works
while he continued to write
poetry. Only five of his poems
are known to be published in the
Soviet Union, although two vol
umes of his works are available
in the West.
Exiled at the age of 32,
Brodsky was and is considered
by many, the greatest living Rus
sian poet. His works are more
noted for their religious rather
than political symbolism. But
ttis problems with the au
thorities began with his refusal
to belong to any official writers’
organizations, his avoidance of
So cialist them es., and hi«
periods of unemploymnt.
In 1972. he wa? given the
choice of returning to the
asylum or leaving the country.
He chose the latter, and through
his close friend. Carl Proffer, fee-'
came a visiting professor of Rus
sian literature and poet-in
residence at the University of
Michigan.

5:30 p.m. Stage 3, 101 Campa u, N.W.., presents jack
Richardson's black com
edy. "Gallow s Humor."
Reserved seats. $2 general.
$1
students.
Phone
454-5705 or 451-5255.
CAS Music Dept, presents
"Contemporary Festival."
(See schedule on p. 4)
CAS Treatre Dept, presents
Sean O'Casey’s "Drums
Under the W indow s,"
directed by Martin Treat.
$1.50 General Adm., $1 stu
dents. Campus Center Per
formance Space.
22

7 p.m. An Iriri* *v.nne? will

preced e th e perform ance
o f th e CVQeeey play tn «tw

Campus Center. Dinner
and theatre Is available for
$4.75 General, and $2.50
GV students with meal
cards. Advance tickets at
Concession Stand in Cam
pus Center, or reserve by
calling ext. 485 (payment
required by Thursday, the
21stj.
7:30 p.m. joeeph Brodsky,
considered by many fn he
the leading living Russian
poet, will read from his
own works. Sponsored by
GVSC's Russian Club,
CAS English Dept., and
Student Activities Budget
Fee Committee, Free Ad
mission. 132 LHH.

23
Noon. GVSC Indoor Track at
the University of Wiscon
sin Relays.
3 p.m- Men’s Basketball vs.
Oakland University at the
Field House.

Judiciary Rules
Continued from p. 1
At a 3 p.rn. meeting on Jan. 29.
housing director Brad Jonas and
Romkema. after reviewing
Smythe's referrals, authorized
plans to stage a raid on his room.
Romkema saidTestimony by both Jones end

had not road any of Smythe's re
ferrals.
Smythe's hearing before the
full judiciary for the charges
leveled against him by the Hous
ing Office was set for Feb. 20.
while The L ea th ern was at
iU will be at a future date.

fore Vice President Arthur Hills,
the Hooting Ofof any
from the

Approval for a
o ra

HUkaMid ho told Grand Valley
to the mid hot

Sale on Superbox!
Terrific Savings
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H eroes-N ot
BY CHRISTINE RYDEL
CAS RUSSIAN STUDIES
Ever since the written word
became a reality in Russia, writ
ers and artists have lived and
created under censorship. Even
in Medieval Russia literature
was limited mainly to religious
'writing, and secular literature
being tolerated only if some reli
gious content crowned the work.
Of course since only monks
could write, this would be ex
pected. The first real censorship
law was promulgated during the
reign of Catherine the Great—an
"enlightened monarch" until
revolution threatened at her own
back door. Satirical ioumals
were tolerated until the satire
lost its smile and began to bite.
Grsst nineteenth century writers
such as Pushkin and Dostoevsky
were exiled by a tyrannical
Nicholas I. Except for a brief
period after the revolution (NEP)
when chaos made up the order of
the day, censorship has been a
part of Russian life. However, it
reached its greatest height (or
lowest depth) during Stalin’s
reign of terror. Thousands—probably millions—perished
as the result of mass incarcera
tion and brutal murders. Great
writers were high on the list of
casualties.
When Stalin died in 1953 a
universal sigh of relief, was
breathed around the world. His
death was conceived as the be
ginning of a new era—a thaw.

same. Lo
cated on Cherry end Medl
•on. Phone 774-0429 after
5:30 p.m.
FOR SALE
At Grand Haven,
wooded acreage with large
sand durm overlooking Lake
Michigan and bayoua.
Wooded building site, 132' x
, 300', on Lake Shore Drive.
Terms.
PHONE: 1-842-4091.

R£S

Hero o f

Indeed, a whole period of Rus
sian literary history is know as
the period of "The Thaw." But
litics (internal and external)
ve always regulated literary
life in Russia. Since Stalin ’s
death writers have been caught
between a series.of thaws and
freezes. New freezes followed
the revolts in Hungary and
Czechoslovakia and "m in ithaw s"
resulted
after
Khrushchev’s secret speech and
policies of de-Stalinization. It
was during this time that Alek
sandr I. Solzhenitsyn’s first book
One D ay in the Life of Ivan
Danisovich appeared in print in
the Soviet Union. It was greeted
with salvos and almost with
hosannas. But the Soviet love af
fair with Solzhenitsyn ran its
short course. The reason? A new
era of re-Stalinization.
Perhaps up until our times
only serious students and pro
fessional observers of the Soviet
scene were attuned to the sub
tleties of policies and trends that
can occur almost overnight in
the USSR.'But it is time for the
West, the "free world" to catch
up with these scholars and pro
fessionals. It is time for the West
to stop being caught with its
naivete showing. It is time for
the West to stop being duped by
the high-flowing rhetoric of the
often uninformed news com
mentators who editorialize on
the six o’clock and eleven
o’clock news broadcasts. Per
haps these people cap be ex
cused because their intentions

E

emotions rather
than by facts (a welcome change,
though, in our age of input and
mechanization). And this is the
case with the current western
adoration of Aleksandr I. Sol
zhenitsyn. It is time to return to a
sense of measure and evaluate
the situation with a balanced
outlook.- Solzhenitsyn is a
brave man and Solzhenitsyn de
serves the Nobel Prize for his
bravery. He deserves the prize
for his fictional exposes of the
horrors of the camps. But be
careful before you say that he de
serves it for being a great artist.
Those who confuse “brave man”
with “great artist”are guilty of

cold war literary criticism. Most
critics have read Solzhenitsyn’s
books and have |udged them
politically—not literarily. Dis
sident does not Imply talented.
Yes, the books are interesting
and have great moral value; but
except for One Day in the Life of
Ivan Denisovich, they lack great
literary merit and are really
merely good Journalism —a
criticism moat often heard from
his Russian readers, Soviet and
nod-Soviet alike. The ma}ority of
his works are fictionalized au
tobiographical
chronicles,
loosely constructed and not in
the least artistically sophisti
cated. Granted, some of the
characterizations in First Circle
are vivid and alive, but re
member that these men really
existed
and
their
rep
resentations in the novei are
drawn from real life. I have been
fortunate enough to know and
love the real-life Rubin of First
Circle and consider him to be a
very close friend. He is no differ
ent from the man in the book.
It is much easier to judge a
writer’s talent and skill than to
judge his actions and his mo
tives. I am trained to do the
former but And myself hesitant
to do the latter. My first reactions
to news of the publication of
Archipelag GU-lag were proba
bly irrational and certainly viol
ent. I was never really concerned
for Solzhenitsyn’s safety. The
only alternative that the Soviets
had was his exile—especially in
this age of detente. As ruthless as
c u b i , they are <
concerned with thetr Interna
tional public image. I was wor
ried more about the real-life Ru
bins and the 227 people whose
interviews comprise and greet
bulk of Archipelag GU-lag. My
first questions were "What is
going to happen to those named
in the book?’ and “what right
did Solzhenitsyn have to
jeopardize those liv es?" My
worry grew even stronger (espe
cially since my personal friends
are Involved) when Solzhenit
syn was exiled. Now that the fo
cus of interest is outside of the
Soviet Union (temporarily in
Switzerland) what will stop the
Soviets from quietly eliminating
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those of the 227 who are still turned the tide. But I doubt it.
alive? Probably nothing. I atill This is one instance where I
want to be proved wrong. But
worry about it.
only the future will tell.
However, since those first
In this time of crises, shor
days I have found out that those
tages,
scandals and general
227 willingly told their stories to
spiritual
malaise, we desper
Solzhenitsyn and w illingly
ately
want
and need a hero. The
permitted him to make them
Soviet
Union
has provided us
public. They are offering them
with
Aleksandr
Solzhenitsyn, as
selves as living testimony to the
well as many more in the past.
horror of the camps. Does- this
exonerate Solzhenitsyn? This is The western press has, as in all
not really the issue. The real cases of her worship, lost its
issue is that the fame and glory sense of perspective. It has sur
of Arrhlcelag GU -lag belong not rounded Solzhenitsyn with a
only to Solzhenitsyn but also to halo so bright that he outshines
those who are still living the those who are (or were) as brave,
horrors of the camps and to those or braver than he. During this
who are still living under the time of Solzhenitsyn fever let us
very real spectre of the not forget the real-life Rubins,
camps—past or future. The real the truly courageous Nadezhada
importance of Archipelag GU- Mandelstam*, the exiled poet
Brodeky,
Audrey
lag is that for the first time a Joseph
documented history of experi Sinyavsky-Tertz, Yuliy Daniel.
ences within the camp system Pavel Litvinov, Yuriy Galansexists outside of the GU-lag files. kov, Natalia Gorbanevskaya and
the Medvedev brothers—the'
This embarrasses the Soviets.
This is embarrassment leads heroes of our time. Solzhenitsyn
many who work in the areas of is not a unique phenomenon. He
mass media to shout that this is an exiled Russian writer—so
"Solzhenitsyn incident" caused is Brodsky and so were Zamiatin
• whole scorecf emigres in
a real rupture in the system, a
spot of rust on the Iron Curtain, the early part of our century. He
the beginning of the end. I doubt is a persecuted writer, but Babel
it. It may be a minor setback and and Osip Mandelstam were also
a temporary irritation, but it re * persecuted and brutally mur
mains to be seen if the repercus dered. It is impossible to name
sions of Arch i palag GU-lag will all the internal emigre—those
be as far-reaching as today’s silenced or those who write only
political speculators posit they "for the drawer.” Yes Solzhenit
will be. If past history is at all syn is brave, but he is only one in
reliable and the centuries old the sadly enormous archipelago
patterns of repression are still of brave Russian writer-heroes.
the norm, the furor caused by
•wSb* pw! (Mf MmM m md « a « w
gOfttsd 111 IH8 “V W mmWuli SB ID
1SS0‘* ta d th« «flVct of Su lim ' puifU oo IS*
the Soviet Union. It would be
l l m of « M n

ib 4

a tta r, to I

opposite—to beueve that a new
hero and savior of Russia has
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(The following t u t it
excerpted from the
1984 nearing* in the
Brodsky case a t re
corded by Frieda Vlgdorova, a member o f
the Leningrad Writer*
Union. The translation
appeared in the Oct. l ,
1971 edifies of thsNsiv
York Timet.)
judge: What do you do?
Brodsky: I write poetry. I trans
late. I suppose. . .
fudge: None of this “I suppose”
business. Stand up straight!
Don't lean against the wall! Look
■ at the court! Answer the court
properly! (To me) Cease taking
notes immediately, or I will have
you thrown out of the cour
troom! (To Brodtky) Do you
have a permanent Job?
Brodsky: I thought this was a
permanent Job.
fudge: Answer precisely!
Brodsky: I wrote poetry. I
thought they would be printed. I
suppose. . .
fudge: We're not interested in
what you ‘‘suppose.” Answer
why you were not working.
Brodsky: I was working. I was
writing poetry.
Judge: We were not interested in
that. We are interested in know
ing what institution you were
connected with.
Brodsky: I had some agreements
with a publishing house.
Judge: Did you have enough ag
reements to live on? Enumerate
them as to what they were, tbs
date, and for how much money.
Brodsky: I don't remember ex
actly. «'J1 the agreements are in
the hands of my lawyer.
jUdgmTani asking you.
.
X sea hiw if containing
my translations w a s p w t i d l
in Moscow----(He enumerates them.)
Judge: How long h sv s you
worked?
Brodsky: Approximately •. •
Judge: We are not interested in
“approximately"!
Brodsky: Five years.
Judge: Where did you work?
Brodsky: In a factory. With
geological groups. . .
Judge: How long did you work
in the factory?
Brodsky: A year.
Judge: Doing what?
Brodsky: I was a m illingmachine operator.
Judge: But in general what is
your specialty?
Brodsky: I'm a poet, a poettranslator.
Judge: And who said that you
wore a poet? Who included you
■mnng the ranks of the poets?
Brodsky: No one. (Unsolicited)
And who included me among
the tank* of the human race?
J u d g e :____C itisen Brodsky.
since 1956 you have changed
jobs 13 times. You worked in a
factory far a year, and than for

One Day in the Life,..
During the summer you v/tre
with a geological expedition and
then for four months did not
work . . . (She llstu the placet
where he worked and the inter
val* which occurred between
fobs.) Explain to the court why
you did not work during the in
tervals and why you pursued a
parasitic way of life.
Brodsky: I did work during the
intervals 1 did Just what I am
doing now. 1 wrote poetry.
Judge: That is, you wrote your
so-called poems? But what was
the use of your changing Jobs so
often?

Brodsky:! began to work at the
age of 1 5 .1 found everything in
teresting. i changed Jobs because
I wanted to And out as much as
possible about life and people,
fudge: And what good have you
done for your country?
Brodsky: I wrote poems. That's
my work. 1 am convinced . . . I
believe, that what I hav® written
will be of advantage to people
not only now but to future gen
erations as well.
Judge: So. you think that your
so-called poems are of use to the
people?
Brodsky; Why do you refer to
them as my "so-called” poems?
Defenae: Have your poems Judge: We refer to them as your
been evaluated by specialists?
“so-called" poems because we
Brodsky: Yes. Chukovsky and do not have any other concep
Marshak spoke highly about my tion of them.
translations, better than I de Public Prosecutor Sprokin: You
serve.
speak about future generations.
GORBUNOV AND GORCHAKOV

1
"Well. Gorbunov, what sort of dream had you?
“O nce more it w as a mushroom apparition."
“Again that sam e thing? Friend, you really do
Am use me." "W hat’s so droll? Sa y s the physician,
A normal dream’s the crux of things, it's true."
"I wouldn’t want to be in a condition
To dream such base th in gs...
Though my dreams aren’t new."
“What will you write down, if that's your position?"
'W e Leningraders have a broader view *
While you cannot from this same mushroom vision
Remove yourself.” 'T e ll me, a s one who knows,
Of what are Leningraders’ dream s created?"
"Oh, concerts with a forestful of bows,
Of boulevards and alleys populated.

What ere you? Do you fa®! that
people don’t understand you
now?
Brodsky: I didn't say that It’s
simply that my poems have not
been published yet and people
don't know them.
Sorokin: Do you feel that if they
were known they would be
given recognition?
Brodaky: Yes.
Sorokin: You say that you have a
widely developed curiosity.
Why did you not want to serve in
the Soviet Army?
Brodsky: I will not answer such
questions.
Judge: Answer!
Brodaky: I was deferred from
military service. It was not a case
of "not wanting” to serve; I was
deferred. T hat’s a different
thing. I was deferred twice. The
firet time it was because my
father was ill and the second
time because of my own illness.
Defense: Did you have any con
nections with the translators’
division of the Union of Writers?
Brodaky: Yes, I appeared in an
anthology entitled "For the First
Time in Russian” and I read
translations from Polish.
Judge: (To the defense) You are
supposed to ask him about his
useful work, and instead you are
asking him about hia public ap
pearances.
Defense: Hia translations consti
tute his useful work..
Judge: tyw ould be je tte r,
Brodaky, if you would explain to
the court why you did not work
during the intervals between
Jobs.
Brodsky: I did work. I wrote

K32w

nurse before my dream had confiscated.)’
“M y eyes wouid hurt from such sights, i suppose."
“And you? What have your dream s com m unicated?"

"Sleep, Gorbunov, 8nd let the trumpet play
Its song clear o u t... M y sole remuneration
Is to protect your sleep a s best I may.
You are not used to hindrance and frustration.
Forgive me for my arguing, I pray,
And please excuse my boastful ostentation.
Sleep, sleep, my friend. I’ll sit with you today
Awhile, beside you. A s for the duration,
A s long a s you desire it I will stay.
Until our view have reached accommodation.

And now having grown gray,
Like a tugboat that looks for the way
Through the ice, I am constantly gazing
And it seem s base to make
Of this paper a scapegoat for sake
Of one’s injuries.
M y high-flown phrasing
Please forgive, everyone:
For anxiety's time is not done.
But now winter is ceasing.
Here is change beat defined
In the chatter of Camenae, their mutual grind
At Mnem osyne’s feasting.
April, I960
Translated by
Jamie Fuller

And what is that you’re looking at? The se a ?
You wander through the waves and your intrusion
The fish regard in silence. Suddenly
I, walking after you, see the diffusion
Of m yriads of bubbles, swim m ing free..
I try but cannot break through their profusion...
What,s that you said just n o w ? ... It seem ed to be
M y conversation's rambling in confusion...
See how the North W ind sports with wanton glee:
Our parting brings this all to a contusion..

$ 1 .0 0 O f f One

With This

.

to send Brodsky to a distant loc
ality for a period of five years of
enforced labor.
V E R S E S IN A P R IL

Now the winter has passed
And throughout I w as able to last
Without losing my mind. Ice cracks loudly.
I see sp rin g's veil of green.
So I'm healthy, I take this to mean,
i commend rnyseif proudly
On this new time of year,
And, a s at the Fontanka I peer.
I am broken in pieces.
My hand touches my face.
in my brain, a s in som e wooded place,
The snow 's hard crust decreases.

XIV

/

Brodsky: But all people ere not
the same. Even the color of their
hair, the expression of their
faces.
Judge: That la not your discov
ery. Everyone knows that. But
explain to us, rather, how we are
to evaluate your participation in
our greet progressive movement
toward Communism.
Brodaky: The building of Com
munism is not only Just standing
at a workbench or plowing a
field. It’s also intellectual labor
which . . .
Judge: Leave off these highfiown
phrases! Tell us, rather, how you
plan to organise your labor ac
tivity for the future.
Brodsky: I wanted to write
poetry and to translate. But if
this is contradictory to any gen
erally accepted norms, then I
will take on a permanent Job and
still write poetry.
The Court Returns rad Judge
Reads Sentence: Brodsky sys
tematically does not fulfill the
duties of a Soviet citisen with
regard to his personal well being
and the produciton of material
wealth, which is apparent from
his frequent change of Jobs. He
was warned by the agenciea cf
die M.G. B. (Ministry of National
Security) in 1961 and by the
militia in 1962. He promised to
take on a permanent Job, but he
made no decisions, he co n 
tinued not to work, he wrote and
read his d ecidant poems at
evening gatherings. From the
report of the committee on work
with young writers it is apparent
that Brodsky is not a poet. He
was condemned by the readers
of the Evening Leningrad newaj-

you from actually working |
JhAs

can be stated

yap did mot work.
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Law Ertiflni
Continued from p. 1
—the community support
for GVSC school, including
private pledges amounting
to over $400,000.
The last consideration.
Niemeyar believes, is a big plus
in Grand Valley’s favor.
The Colleges’ budget request
for $75,000 for the intial plan
ning year of the law school
would cover the costs of hiring •
dean and a librarian and draw
ing up the school’s curriculum.
The figure is considerably less
than the other two competing
schools requested.
The blueprint for the pro
posed school has undergone
major changes since last spring.
The original plan outlined a
program for a combined ).<L and
M.B.A. degree. The three-year
program was considered one of
only a handful in the entire
country.
But with the advent of the
Seidman Graduate College of
Business, the combined degree
feature was dropped.
A continuing-education ap
proach replaced i t According to
Niameyer, the program will be
similar to the Seidman school’s.
Students could complete a law
degree on either a foil or parttime basis.
Zollar’s wish is that all three
of the schools get together and
work out the compromise. The
chances of GVSC, WMU, and
MSU deciding among them
selves which two would bow out
gracefully or accept a com
promise are unlikely.
But Niemeyer says, “We’re
willing to seek accord with the
other institutions. There's room
for discussion.”

fctt §74. ft*

QUESTION: My problem is that
almost every night I dream that
I failed in a teat The next morn
ing I get up all worried and it is
very hard for ma to believe that
it waa only a dream. 1would like
to sloop without dreams.
ANSWER: In my experience, re
petitive dreams have the curious
quality of always being upleasant. And, the more one thinks
about the dream, the more per
sistent the dream becomes until
it dominates one's thoughts
about sleep and sometimes even
interferes with daytime func
tioning. Good dreams just can’t
be willed, particularly sexual
dreams, alas.
Some repetitive dreams have
their origin in a particularly
frightening or upsetting experi
ence which obviously remains a
source of concern to the person
but which seems to be repressed
during active periods of the day.
With the loss of inhibition of our
thoughts which is characteristic
of dreams, such concerns can
reappear. Sometimes the dream
is a representation of the actual
concern but at other times may
only be symbolic. At other times
the dream may not have its

origin in a specific event but
may be generally representative
of struggles a person is dealing
with.
Psychologists
and
psychiatrists are usually fairly
adept at helping to find life
events and circumstances which
might be contributing to disturb
ing dreams.
To sleep without dreams
would be not to rest. Dreaming is
an essential part of sleep and
while we do not remember all of
our dreams, we cycle in and out
of dreaming sleep throughout
the night. When drugs are used
to suppress dreaming sleep, or a
person is wakened each time
they show physiologic evidence
of dreaming, disturbed daytime
function results fairly quickly.
In addition, those sedatives
which tend to interfere most
with dreaming sleep also tend to
produce a great deal of drug de
pendence.
QUESTION: Would you p h i
tall me what makes foam such a
chancy contraceptive to use.
ANSWER: The single, most im
portant factor in the reliability of
a contraceptive is the care and
precision with which it is used.
Many contraceptive failures
occur merely because people
have either forgotten to use them
or have not used them as di
rected.
Contraceptive foam works
very simply. It wages chemical
werfare against sperm. The

chemicals which kill the sperm
are dispersed in the foam so that
it occupies a large amouni of
space and hopefully clings to the
end of the vagina where it inter
cepts the wee beasties before
they penetrate the cervix (the en
trance to the uterus)'. The foam is
placed deep into the vagina with
a plunger-like device which can
be preloaded. However, to be
most effective the foam must be
laced just before intercourse
Jgins.
Such a contraceptive has cer
tain inherent vulnerabilities. For
instance, foams flow downhill
eventually; so, if one has pro
longed intercourse in positions
in which the vagina is upside
down (i.e. woman above) then
much of the foam could run out.
P m ln n o A / l in t o r r n iir t A i n oA n-

eral, would tend to force some of
the foam out of the vagina. Using
ths fesm a few hours before in
tercourse or after intercourse is
worthless. An extraordinarily
safe way of using foam is to have
the man used a condom at the
same time. The use of both of
these non-prescription items in
combination, each of which is
quite effective by itself, provides
an excellent fail-safe system.
The diaphragm which is used
with its own special contracep
tive jeliy, overcomes a major fail
ing of the foam. The purpose of
the diaphragm is to mechani
cally hold the contraceptive
agent in contact with the cervic
so that it does not leak out. An
examination by a physician is
necessary to obtain a proper fit
ting diaphragm.
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Guide to
Boycot

O’Casey and the Irish: l Knock at
the Door
adapted bf Pool Shyrc
directed by William Iran
reviewed by M elissa Brown

(CPS)~The list of products to
boycott continues to grow as un
ions and support groups try to
put economic pressure on par
ticularly offensive bosses, com
panies and countries.
The boycott of Gulf Oil pro
ducts continues because of its
involvement with the white rul
ing regimes in South Africa and
the United States. Gulf has pro
vided business for Portugal,
helping her to keep her African
colonies under tight control.
And in the US, Gulf has just ad
mitted to illegal contributions to
Nixon's 1972 campaign.
Similarly, people are also
asked not to buy any products
made in Portugal.
The rumor that the boycott of
non-UFW lettuce has ended is
false.
Non-UFW table grapes and
wines are also being boycotted.
The boycott and strike against
Farah for unfair labor practices .
also continues.
The boycotted items include:
—all California table grapes .
not bearing the United Farm
Workers Aztec Eagle symbol.
—California lettuce not bear
ing the UFW Eagle. Local lettuce
is acceptable, but it is not very
widely available any more.
Check before you buy.

—Wines produced by Gallo,
Franzia and Guild W ineries.
These include Thunderbird,
Boone's Farm, Spanada Y Roma.
Crestablanca, Famllgia Cribari,
Vino do Tavola and Winemaster.
—Anything manufactured by
Farah Slacks.
—Gulf Oil products.
—Any products made in Por

Camera Giveaway
Theta Tau Theta Sorotity is
sponsoring another give-away.
Last term the grand prize of the
give-away contest was a tenspeed racing bike: this term it is
a Polaroid Model 440 Land
Camera.
To make sure everyone knows
what to take their chances on,
here’s a picturesque description
of the prize: focused flash system, sharp triplet Icr3, sensitive
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electric eye, four-exposure
ranges, four-speed electronic
shutter, built-in timer, and
dual-image coupled rangefin
der.
Chances are 50c each and wre
being sold by the sisters of Theta
TaU Theta now through April 1,
1974. The drawing will be held
at noon, April 1, in the campua
center. You need not be present
to win.

tes, Student Activ-
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tugal or imported by Portugal.
This includes wines such as Al
legris. Mateus, Lancers, Costa
del Sol, and also instant coffee
grown in Angola, one of
Portugal’s colonies. Do not buy
Maxim, Maxwell House instant,
Brim, Sanka, Yuban, Tasters'
Choice, Nescafe or Chase and
Sanborn brands.

The comparison of this ex
cerpt from playwright Sean
O’Casey’s autobiography with
fames Joyce’s Portrait of the Ar
tist at a Young Man is unavoida
ble. so closely are the two related
in subject and theme. Like
Joyce’s schoolboy Stephen Dedalus, O'Casey's character
Johnny Caaside is experiencing
the first Jostling of influences
from ouiside the circle of se
curity family provides. He is be
ginning to feel the turbulence of
the currents of politicallyinspired emotion rushing
through Ireland.
O’Casey continuously jux
taposes the pull and excitement
of the rising political movement
of the day—the cause of Parnell
and the Fepians—with the
realities of private experience.
The impressions created on the
mind of a sensitive, nearly-blind
Protestant boy frame the win
dow through which O’Casey
shows us religion, politics, and
death.
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Among Grand Valley’s many
past art displays, none has been
quite like the work of sculptor
David Eldred.
Eldred’s work, given to the
college by an anonymous donor
last December, is presently can
tilevered from the top of the
Grand Rapids City Hall. It is a
500-pound sphere with an at
tached pointer suspended above
a fifteen-foot send box. _
The sculpture reaponda to iiw
earth’s rotation, inscribing pat
terns in the sand. It will be
placed within the thirty-fivefoot entrance to the new Campus
in the

and physical forces.
Eldred. am end jr working an
a large sculpture for the Keneas
City Airport is chairmen of die
sculpture department of the
Kansas City Art Institute. He
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The play deals with the veers
from 18S0 to 1892. It is touched
with that specially Irish gift: the
ability to go beyond the simple
making of a statement, using
language to mold amotion while
creating a muaicality that must
be heard, not just read.
I Knock at the Door was a
readers’ theatre production,
with narrator and five readers
spotlighted on stools against a
•ombre
backdrop.
John
Aslakson’s narration was firm
and controlled, establishing and
usually maintains a steady pace.
His voice and feeling for the
flavor of the Irish dialect added
much to the quality of the pro
duction. The coordination be
tween narrator and readers was
seldom flawed.
A reader’s theatre production,
because of the limited number of
voices used, demands versitility
from each reader. David VanderSchuur managed the rep
resentation of ten different
characters quite well. His per
formance was flawed by a ten
dency to confuse anger with en
thusiasm in oame speeches, too
often falling back on volume
where a more sensitive reading
seemed warranted.
Robert Drinan represented
seven characters in good style.
He was especially convincing as
a sadistic schoolmaster. We can
forgive him if his pantomimed
rqnw seemed to be a bit variable
in length.
Kathy Bertell. a i Johnny
Casaide’s mother, and John VinJohnny were both perittHnri to tW ? p*!U. m i .
the moat sensitive
the night. Mr.
Vining’s occasional songs were
delivered in tune and with an
authentic Irish air.
Every performer makes occa
sional slips .of the tongue, yet
Dianne Clark, who read five
parts, seenied unable to com
plete a sentence free of them. As
the play progressed, this distrac
tion became the focus of her per
formance, marring the rhythm of
the whole. Without doubt this
was the production's weakest
link.
Musical "elections, patterned
by Virginia Iron, provided occa
sional background for the read
ers’ voices. The music was al
ways in keeping with the mood
of the language it underscored,
adding so much that it perhaps
* should have been used more ex
tensively.
1 Knock at the Door is the first
of two plays In CAS’s “O’Casey
and the Irish” program. It will
not be performed again, but
Drums Under the Windows,
another readers’ theater presen
tation, can be seen Fab. 21, 22,
and 23. Admission fee student is
$1.00. Performances begin at
8:15 p.m. in the Campus Center.
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Words W ithout Music
BY PAT M IA j. o n u » r » i
To spook of music, regardless
of how wall tho impressions are
Itaken In and distilled, Is usually
more confusing than clarifying.
Actually, it is describing one
sound with a different sound,
since music speaks in something
other than words.
Yet it is difficult for rr.j to
|separate the artist from his
wares. So I spoke with Guil
lermo Florans (a classic guitarist
in residence at TJC for this
semester) about himself, in an at
tempt to compose a verbal back
drop to his music.
Fiorens considers himself an
interpreter, transforming bis
im pressions of the essential
beauty of composition, written
by others, in his words, “i try to

BY PAT DUNCAN
The ‘lone crusader’ has been a
i>
„ ,.L t
a f l . tt« l
rewarding buujom
lywood. From the naive op
timism of Frank Capra’s Mr.
Smith Goes to Washington to the
neo-fecism of Dirty Harry, the
man fighting for a cause has
been given tne celluloid treat
ment, and in the process the
Aims produced were either very

vel a minute because it makes
me aware that I am Watching a
movie. Movies, generally, aren’t
supposed to do that.
But, if the direction, screen
play, music and photography do
not ’get in the way,’ what don’t
they get in the way of?
What changes Serpico from
being an adequate movie to an
movie?
a excellent
A1 P»ri»o. Medlda ereet K * in
tor lecturing on Cervantes’ Don the Godfather (He deserved the
mane 'erase' (inns tor most of
Quixote. A bit much.) but it Oscar), as he changed from the
his career. Always ‘relevant,’ his
never topples over. Workman agnostic son to finally following
films have balanced out on both
ship direction, that la never in his father’s footsteps.
sides of the good-bad scale.
Hia portrayal in Scarecrow
flashy or becomes too obvious,
Twelve Angry Men, The Group,
with
Gene Hackman resulted in
dominated Serpico.
Failsafe, The Pawnbroker, and
one
of
the beet films of last year,
And the music and photo
The Hill are e few of the Lumet
and
now
with Serpico, Pacino
graphy
are
very
efficient—they
‘relevant’ films that have tried,
never get in the way. You don’t has cut a nice little niche out for
successfully or unsuccessfully,
to illuminate various problems.
leave the theatre w histling himself as one of the most capa
“ Raindrops Falling on My ble acton in the U.S.
in Lumet’s latest film, Serpico,
As he live# Frank Serpico’s
Head” or raving that fantastic
he has created a very good film,
life
for us, from his graduation
shot that catches the bad guys’
but I don’t think it is a good film
from
the police academy, until
reflection from a toilet bowl.
because of hit direction.
he
has
resigned from the force
Thuy
hut
work
through
the
film,
Serpico is the story of F**nlt
never bringing attention to and gone to Switzerland, wa see
Serpico, a New York cop who,
a man who experiences all the
themselves.
seeing the stain of corruption
And this is not saying any. nroMema of today’s society.
and idee on the badge of nearly
Through A! Psdno’s i j m tad
thing bad about the uirscuGu,
every policeman in tne city, tries
face
we can sea the ravages Out
music, or photography. I always
to ’do something about i t ’ This
our
violent,
corrupt, and apathe
resent it a bit when any techni
is his ’cause’ and of course it
tic
world
create.
que
causes
me
to
stop
and
marnearly gets him killed.
F ran his first exposure to a
poUoe on the taka, whether it is
giving a restaurateur a break on
double parking his delivery
truck for a plate of cream chick
en or slimming a few grand for
"Wlatar Meric Pari” is
looking the other way, Serpico
fighti a <
iCAS
11, S:1S p.u.: The GVSC Shoestring Open-Dance
a program of Glen-Carto Menotti’a comic open,
"The Old Maid and the Thief." featuring Wiiiiam Beidler. Alice
friends, girls, and alreoet his life.
Dutchar, Kathleen Coe. and Judith Coulter,
Still
ha persists, and finally re
day. February SS, 1:15 p & : The GVSC Woodwind Quintet performs
“Scherao, Op. 49" and “Vviattona sur un theme libra, Op. 42” by
making a small but
Eugene l oaaa; “Urine Kammennueik far fenfBleeer,” a Bvaly piece
by Paul Hindemith; and, with gnaet plantet. Julianna VandeaWynThe screenplay, by Waldo Salt
and Herman Wavier, adapted
from the book by Peter Maas, is
not outstanding. It tends to
meander about and skip over
what seem to be important sec
tions. Dialogue is adequate. H
doesn’t get in the way.
Hie seme is to be said of the
direction. It teeters a little (like

show the colors and shade# of
the feelings or emotions that I
receive from aach particular
piece."
The guitar, to Fierans, is a vary
individualistic instrument.
“Few people realise that the
guitar can perform several
melodic Unas, and that it it vary
rich In different colors—from
metallic to sweet." The guitar,
then, can be self-sufficient,
which enables Fierens to be bas
ically a solo performer.
He began to study guitar at the
age of 10. at the Conservatory of
Argentina. Hare Fierens studied
other facets of music—including
theory, history and methods—until 1961, when he was 17
yean old. At this point, he ac
quired a scholarship to continue
hia studies In Spain, under
Andre Segovia, who la regarded
as the world’s greatest guitar vir
tuoso.
Fierens spoke of Segovia, with
nothing but superlatives. “The
importance of Segovia is that he
gave the proper place to the
guitar, which no one before him
dared to give. He had the
strength to do that.”
Segovia is still alive, giving
concerts 9 or 10 months of the
year, although ha already has a
secure place !s the history of the
guitar.
The guitar is an ancient in
strument, with a rich literature
and history. But the importance
of the guitar began to diminish
after the 18th century, being
overshadowed by other orcheaa d instrummta^ Fierans feels
construction of foe guitar was
less perfect than that of other In
struments, which led to its be
coming more of a popular in
strument, for the mere purpose
of accompaniment."
Segovia altered fo& history of
foe guitar bv disproving claims
that the guitar could not even be
heard, let alone played well, in a
concert hall. Sigma 1915, ha has

nerformad in virtually every
large hall In foa world.
It la disturbing to Fierens that
many gultarista today haven’t
realized the power of the in
strument. "Those who play the
guitar through electricity
change the beauty and mystery
of its true sound,” Yet he is en
thusiastic that conceptions are
being altered about the guitar’s
capabilities.
Fierens. who it 30 years old,
•till hopes to continue to prog
ress in the knowledge of his In
strument. Because of foe guitar’s
unpredictable nature, he doesn’t
feel that Its lim iti have been
fully explored.
On a lighter note, he said,
“The guitar, in Spanish, is la
ltarra, which is foe feminine
rm. and nerhaoa this is the
reason that it Is so unpredicta
ble.”
Although he still considers
Argentina his home, Fiereui
hasn’t been there for over a year,
because of his numerous touring
engagements. At one point he
mused. ‘Perhaps traveling is be
coming my hom e. . . airplanes
and hotels.’’
Fierens speaks Spanish, En
glish, French and Italian
fluently, yet doesn't like talking
about cultural differences. "I see
varied degrees of differences be
tween cultures in my travels, but
I also see many similarities. To
speak of such things, one has to
generalize, and generalizations
are usually only naif-truths."
While in residence, Fierens is
not only teaching classic guitar
from beginning to advanced)
tut is also filling recital en
gagements. He has already parfarmed a solo concert, and is yet
scheduled to perform with his
advanced students, and in con
certo form with foe Grand Valley
Orchestra. Following his res
idence, Fierens plans to return to
Europe where, he will be toachperforming until next
ini and
'
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V ID Seeks
Volunteers
BY SUE BE3CHNAU
Volunteers for International
Development (VID) is essen
tially a “ people-to-people"
summer work program that is
carried out in developing coun
tries.
The program developed out of
foe desire of volunteers to live
and work with people in another
country.
As a volunteer to foe Domini
can Republic in foe summer of
1 9 7 8 .1 have foa need and the
desire to share my experience
with you.
The VID program is basically
flexible—the
and

one leader and up to 12 partici
pants works on projects ranging
from constructing community
centers to repairing road sur-

Our group project was the
construction of a school. The
worksite provided an excellent
catalysts far cultural exchange.
Wa were continually challenged
with the task of trying to give
them a more accurate impres
sion of foe United States—that
foa "grass is not always greener
on the other side," vary poor
people live in the States as well
as foe super-rich, Michigan is
not New Yosk, and New York is
not foa United States.
W «4ivod with fam ilies in
i without electricity
The people
for both

Pege9
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a three-part aartaa on Ilia
growth o f m ilitary la*
volvement In American
mt prepared by
David B. Engdahl, a law
professor at the Univer(CPS)—When Colonel Wil
liam B. Saxbe entered the Great
HsU at the Department of Justice
January 4 to be sworn in at the
nation’s 70th Attorney General,
he marched to the strains of mar
tial music played by the United
States Army Band.
He chose to have the oath of
office administered to him by a
judge of the Military Court of
Appeals.
So far has the constitutional
tradition of militaiy separation
and subordination to the civilian
institutions been obscured that
now a man of military misn is
cast in the role of the chief
civilian law enforcer of the land.
Since 1937, William Saxbe
has been a member of the Ohio
National Guard, and of its
shadow organization, the Na
tional Guard of the United
States. Until shortly before his
election to the United States Se
nate in 1968, Saxbe remained in
active status with the National
Guard.
In 1968, whether because of
the impropriety of militarycivilian entanglements, or sim
ply because of the inconveni
ence of attending to active Na
tional Guard duties (particularly
from the distance of Washing
ton), Saxbe secured assignment
to “inactive” status.
While thus freeing himself
from responsibility in connec
tion with the routine affaire of
the Guard, Colonel Saxbe re
tained his commission an re
mains in law, a member of the
military forces.
Saxbe’s appointment is only

eity of Colorado. Part one.
v O V o io rot* RiRoncsi cuo
co n ititu tio n al
bock*
ground ror military Hipa ration from the sebordination to dvllion instttuo n e °*t several instances in
which American government
leaders recently have exhibited
either ignorance or disdain for
the constitutional tradition of
military separation and subor
dination. Reserve military offic
ers presently occupy more than
100 seats in the Congress. An
Army General on active duty,
Alexander Haig, was installed as
White House Chief of Staff. In
the Pentagon, despite legislation
enacted to insure civilian con
trol over the military, 20 per cent
of the Deputy Assistant Sec
retaries of Defense are now
military officers—four times the
proportion of a decade ago.
Saxbe's appointment and con
firmation is reason enough to
take a closer look at the roots and
the meaning of the constitu
tional tradition which this un
precedented trend toward grea
ter military influence is destroy
ing.

H istorically Separate
,

Consciousness of -the-importance of subordinating military
to civilian power and minimiz
ing m ilitary influences in
civilian affairs traces back to the
17th century and the struggle be
tween Parliament and the Crown
over the control of military
forces.
After the restoration, Parlia
ment established its own control
over the traditional militia; but
Charles «1and James II cultivated
the habit of maintaining inde
pendently a standing body of
troops accountable only to tne
king.

Military Madness:
iry
and
tioner

Fear of this standing army,
which grew as large as 30,000
men, gave rise to the provision
in the 1689 English Bill of Rights
prohibiting the raising er keep
ing of any standing army except
with Parliament’s consent. Over
the next century, Parliament fell
into the habit (along with the
rest of Europe) of approving a
standing army from year to year,
even in peace—a habit decried,
most notably, by William Blackstone,
who
wrote
his
Commentaries in 1765.
The responsibility was not
wholly left to the legislatures
however: every state adopted *constitutional provision insur
ing that a civilian officer—Ike

mour

chief executive—would be
commander-in-chief of its milit
ary forces; and nearly every state
reinforced this policy with a
constitutional provision provid
ing that the military was at ail
times to be under strict subordi
nation to the civilian power.
Even more notable as reflec
tions of this determination to
prevent the infiltration of milit
ary values Into civilian affairs,
however, are the provisions that
were ..Jopted in the constitu
tions of most of the original
states gpecificu!!, disqualifying
officers of any regular military
force ikon h o M i a n £•
civilian government. Delaware,
Georgia. Maryland, NewFlampshire, North Carolina. Pennsyl
vania, and South Carolina
adopted such provisions.
When the Constitutional Con
vention met at Philadelphia In
1787, despite the honor that
military valor had justly earned
in the Revolutionary War, ap
prehension of the dangers of
military influence in civilian af
faire was still accutely felt. Some
voices were still raised against
any allowance of standing ar
mies; but the Convention de
cided that the dangers of milit
ary influence on civilion affaire
could be sufficiently prevented
by insuring congressional con
trol over the existence and the
'•government and regulation" o.
the army.
Many of the American col
onists, bitter over the use of royal
troops against them even before
0ie Revolution began, and im
pressed with the opinions of
Blackstone on many points,
found the arguments against
atanding armies persuasive.
Consequently, much of the col
onial concern about the evils of
military influence in civilian
matters found expression in
terms of categorical opposition
to the maintenance of any stand
ing army in times of peace.
More practical judgments
prevailed in the states after in
dependence, however, allowing
a standing army but only with
the consent of the legislature.
This principle, which left the
legislatures w ith* major share of
the responsibility for guarding
Mainst the untoward influences
e f e standing military establish
ment. was enforced by provi|.ions in nearly all of » *» **• • '
constitutions adoptau during
and after the Revolutionary ere.

The framers, while allowing
Congress to authorize a standing
military establishment, antici
pated that any forseeable estab
lishment, would be very small.
This fact helpa to explain why
they choee to deal with the dan
gers of military influences in
civilian affaire in the way that
they did.

Congressional
Safeguards
They did take cere to provide
against undue military influ
ence in the legislative branch it•elf. by Inaerttnt what ts called
in *'incomjpeflbfltty clause" to
disqualify for membership In
Congress any person holding
another office (civil or military)
under the United States. For
reventiilg undue military inuence in the other branches of
the government, however, they
elected to rely upon the wisdom
of Congress in its function of
making laws to govern any
standing army that the Congress
might find reason to approve.
In view of the fact that the
permanent existence of any very
substantial regular military es
tablishment was regarded as dis
tinctly improbable, the omission
from the Constitution of any
provision specifically guarding
against the riBk of undue military influence upon executive or
judicial operations cannot be
taken to indicate a lack of con
cern about that risk. Indeed, the
Convention did consider includ
ing a provision copied after the
common state constitutional
provisions declaring that “the
military shall always be subor
dinate to the Civil pow er."
Rather, it indicates that the
framers, since they could not
make their Constitution a bul
wark against every improbable
evil, chose to leave It largely to
Congress to preserve those fun
damental values that might be
endangered only in the event
that Congress in its discretion
were to authorise a standing

g

“ This is important, because it
means that Congress is entrusted
with the principal responsibility
to safeguard u»te of the most
treasured and essential princi
ples of our heritage. I b is is a re
sponsibility of Constitutional
dimension that cannot be passed
on to the judiciary; the responsi
bility mats squarely upon Con-

Until the Civii War. it
was extremely email. In 17901he
army wea limited to fewer than
24100 men; in 1015 It wea euthorinad at 10.000; and on the
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Gals Prepare For State Title

I T M A R A U T O t im

The W oman’s Beefcetbell
Team travels to Grand Rapids
Ads evening, than boats Adrian
College na>t Tuesday, es they
enter into the homestret ch of
their regular season schedule
and prepare for the upcoinlnn
State Basketball Tournament to
ha held one week from today at
Central Michigan University.
Ton its the Lakers will be at
tempting to avenge an earlier
season loss to the onoe beaten
Raiders, in a contest to be held at
Riverside Jr. High School at 6:30
P.M.
Bottling up center Alicia
McNees, who has been averag
ing 19 points per game for the
Raiders, could be crucial in scor
ing a Laker victory. With the
tough defense Grand Valley has
bean displaying so far this sea
son, ton ig h t’s game should
prove to be an interesting contest.
It will be the initial meeting for
both squads next Tuesday when

Junior Kiiran Griffin net* two
points in Grand Valley's win
over Northern Michigan last
Monday night.

jAnyone who wisTmTftT__DO,
[or comment about something <
the sports page should conti
:iCTTI

Fhst Court
With the loss of top scorer and
rebounder Jeff Lends, the Lakers
had their first test Feb. 9 against
Wisconsin-Parkside.
Going into the game, Parkside
had won four straight, with their
t*”®*’ owner, Gary^lefle, averag
ing over 30 points per game.
Team effort and hustle ena
bled the Lakers to shellac
Parkside’s Rangers, 92-78.
Grand Valley played rough
and held Cole to 23 points, most
of them letups. Freshman Sid
Bruinsma .led Lende’s shoes,
and Bill Young became the
backup big man.
Grand Valley shot the lights
out in the first half, hitting 63%
of their shots, most from at least
15 feet. The score was 47-40 in
the Lakers’ favor at the half.
The teem continued to pop.
but most of the remaining came

from the inside on key passes to
the big men or layups by the
guards.
February 11, the Lakers hosted
Saginaw Valley. Earlier this
, Grand Valley trounced
1 1T885. This time, the Lak
ers didn't fare as well against an
improved Saginaw team, but
they still won, 78-89.
Two days later, H illsdale
came into Laker country and left,
the victims of a 98-71 defeat.
The Hillsdale. Stallions led
Grand Valley 17 of the 20 mi
nutes in the first half, but the last
three minutes fcs!«ng«<i to the
Lakers, asthey scored 18 straight
points with such key plays as
Tony Smith tipping in a Sid
Bruinsma miss4t the free-throw
line and a Myles-to-Smith
back-door pass to keep the fire
alive. Grand Valley Jumped to a
42-33 halftime lead.

C

Action
The lead was extended, by the
final buzzer, to 25 points. Five
Lakers scored in double figures:
Tony Smith, 20; joe Franges, a
season-high 17 points; Donnie
MjiSm , 15; and B rufawcM and
Griffin Loch M p etal*.

A<
fora

played tough hall, as it took two

tobefcaMatfeMPM.
o p * coup)
canid possibly

Tournament Title at Mt
ant. Cumnotly hoi&ag « 0-4 record, ilia Labors may he
in the tourney which will in
clude such powers as Calvin
College, Michigan State, West
ern Michigan University, and
Central Michigan University. A
top spot in the activities would
send the Lakers to Indiana State
University at Terre Haute later in
March! to battle for a title in the
Midwest Regional Basketball
Tournament.
The team weathered a tough
road schedule last week to defeat
the W olverines of M ichigan
48-38 at Crisler Arena on Sa
turday. Center Marvonne
Burggraaf pumped in 17, while
co-captain Pat S. Baker added 15
points, to tally the majority of
Grand Valley points, again re
ceiving fine support from the
back up crew. The Lakers mus
cled the Wolves on the boards
and shot nearly 50% from the
floor to earn the victory.
Earlier last week, the team
travelled to East Lansing for a
contest with Spartans of
Michigan State. Both squads

" 5 " io i
Lakes* They played to a 40-10
4 more points each in the first
extra time period to come to a
44-44 tie, and enter into a second
overtime. The S p a U a managed
7 points in that time, while the
Lakers could only contribute 4,
to pull the win out of the hat.
Gretcheo Becker sparked the
Lakers in the game with 13
points, while JoanneGras added
9. Linda Stoick canned 15 for
Michigan State, assisted by her
teammate Connie Bunch who
added 10.
Last Thursday saw the Lakers
travel to Mt. Pleasant for a con
test with Central Michigan. The
Chips proved to be quite tough
on both offense and defense, as
they handed the Lakers a 57-37
loss. Grand Valley stayed with
the Chips during the first 2 quar
ters as they played to a 20-24
halftime score. A centra! spurt in
the third and fourth periods,
however, matched by a Grand
Valley stall, allowed the Chips
the win. Center Marvonne
Burggraaf led the Lakers with 14
points, while J. Neil led Centra!
with 18. From the free throw
line, the Lakers hit on S Of 15 for
80%, while Central was 14 of 22
Cor 83%.

sports
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Mary’s Isle, Trescoe Island, St.
Agnes Isle, and the Isle of Lucy.
The seagulls and puffins also
Shared the area with the sea
lions, and many historians feel
this marked the islands' all-time
pinnacle df cultural and tech
nological development.

“Verily, over the
long haul
you'll think thrice

fry
m«m

The Romans moved tn shortly
after JED. ‘became popular, but
wereunabletcpeclfy the natives
andooh aeded pntowards Rome,
whore they v m later to gain

uver Drive
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M ARCH
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AAUP AGAINST
(CPS)—The American As
sociation of U niw nily Pwfc»
sort (AAUP) has issued « iW e

TENURE gU u rA S

AAUP ranjMK
approach to tha

GLL4C
wrestling team to a decisive
25-11 victory, and tha 1574
Grant Lakes Intcrcollagiata Ath
letic Conference (GL1ACI

quality of tbs school
discover that the dinner you
were eating and the skinny
chicken that was running under
the table a couple of hours ago
were one and the same.
Our weekends were free for
in-country travel. We spent time
going to the a v a a t e i s : sad
swimming in both the Caribbean
Sea and the Atlantic Ocean.
Several area college depart
ments participate in the ViO
program, including GVSC and
Aquinas, and olfsr college credit
to the participants. Some partial
scholarships are available.
Anyone interested may apply

vm
16 Ionia Ave., &.W.
Grand Rapids, Ml. 49502
PHONE: 616-439-3*36

In its statement, the AAUP
warned tenure quotas could
produce situations where a
nontenured faculty irem ber,
however excellent he or she
might be. would not be <ble to
obtain tenure because of an ar
bitrary quota.

Detroiters
Three' Oetroit-area schools
will lace the Laker eager* in the
next seven days at the Grand
Valley Field House.
Tonight at 8, Wayne State will
attempt to revenge the 112-60
beating earlier in the year.
Willie Voisan is Wayne's top
scorer with an average of 14.8
tallies pm- game. Another fine
Tartar perform er is centerforward lam es Newsom, the
mam's leading rebounder w**h
9 2 per game.

Next Wednesday at 8 p.m., the
Lakers play their last regular
season game of the year against
Shaw College
Shaw features two of the topshooting guards fro- small col
lege teama in the country7. Clif
ford Pratt has averaged 25.2
paints while bitting 77% of his
free throws. The other guard, lim
Persall. is very quick and can hit
from almost anywhere.
Under the boards. Shaw is a
big. good-rebounding team.
Their front Una oosrid t of 8 V
Hath Dklmr. 6 ' r waste Col
quitt, and 6 * 6 " Loamie Moltinore. Dickey is one off the top

Scillies Adventure

« chiUy SauM Sta Maria.
Tha Lakers of coach |im Scott
lintod four consecutive upper
bracket trium phs with two
lighter dess decisions to wrest
the GLZAC title from defending
riampinw t ^ b Superior in an
emotional battle thet pitted two
nationally rated small college
teams. Entering tha match.
Grand Valley n w dews seventh
place and Lake Superior ninth
*m*mg all National Association
of Intercollegiate A thletics
(NA1A) colleges in rankings by
the AMATEUR WRESTLING
NEWS
Grand Valley received falls
from 177-pound freshman Jamie
Hosford and junior heavyweight
Steve Bollenbach. a superior de
cision from 190-pound junior
Flank Post, and decisions from
Mark Mangianti (118), Marv
Boluyt (134) and Gary Chopp
(167) to improve their 1973-74
dual mast record to 11-1.
Hosford registered a stunning
fail in his match with Superior's
previously undefeated Tom
M oeggenberg, who had re
corded straight victories. Bolladhech required ju st 0 :4 8 to p ic
)oe GootL and Post reversed an
earlier loss to Mika Schick withe
12-1 superior daemon in their
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